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Three fundamental processes for you to be a cultured bilingual,
feeling first, thinking second and digesting third in your daily life
Those students who are wise enough need no faradism
for their improvement here in this Ginza sanctuary.
Toshiyuki Namai

First of all, I strictly need to describe the following fact so many people concern in the
societies civilized here on earth.
Usually, People mostly have the same tendency to be dominated by greed for the
purpose of showing off their knowledge they got. Whether it is good or bad, it is a fact
people in the societies have in general.
It is ironically true that human beings are full of greed. But greed doesn’t make sense at
all. I hope you are not a bovine person in feeling and understanding this essential
question as a human being who wishes to live beautifully.
If you wish to obtain knowledge to just prove how you are clever, you certainly deviate
from the righteous process to study what you need for the sake of your cultural future
you are expecting.
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Now, I necessarily ask you all to think of the following questions:
a) What is the reason to study English and other related matters very hard?
b) What would you really like to do in the future through your lucubration?
c) How do you make sense as a sapient being here on this planet?
I carefully reconfirm that knowledge is a tool to use. Accordingly, you need to have
culture as the embodiment of wisdom in order to reasonably use it. The decisive process
to substantially cultivate yourself is as follows:
1) You need to be rationally guided by your instructor, Toshiyuki Namai in order to
sensitively feel various kinds of matters you experience day or night in your daily
life.
⇓
2) You are guided to deeply think some important matters extracted through feeling
various kinds of matters in your daily life at your discretion.
⇓
3) You are rigidly guided to digest and philosophize those as “rational digestion” after
thinking deeply.
Through conducting the aforementioned way comprehensively, you can be all set to
produce something original and gradually develop it based upon the spirit of ideal of
humanity.
Such a piece produced and developed will be one of the pieces for you to by inches
organize your authentic culture as you wish.
Last of all, you are guided to think of the following matter. I hope you understand the
meaning of the following as a sapient existent who received intellect.
As for you, basically, there are two alternatives as a sapient existent who received
intellect. How you wisely choose one out of the two dramatically ameliorates the quality
of study more than you ignorantly imagine.
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<The first alternative>
You need to be faradized for you to be “primitively” cured and improved for the sake of
your essential betterment.
<The second alternative>
You without hesitation try to do your best to be intellectually stimulated through
receiving the humanitarian lessons systematically organized by the two, “reason” and
“sensibility” here in this Ginza sanctuary.
It is said, “Good pasta needs very little embellishment.” What you need as my student
here in this Ginza sanctuary is something real in your culture. What you absolutely
need is that you continue studying all of the things rationally given by your instructor.
I sincerely hope that you are not told, “Ignorance is bliss.”
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